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News Begs the Question: How Many Shocks Can Our Economy Absorb?
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Nevertheless, the national economic news is challenging, and we
need to pay attention.

Here’s a Nice Closing
Gift Idea for Buyers
I enjoy attending the Realtor
marketing sessions which occur
each week — not just for the opportunity to promote my listings,
but for the information and ideas
which are contributed by the affiliates present — inspectors, lenders, title companies, insurance
agents, home stagers and others.
At one such meeting this month,
a well-known local home stager,
Hillary Ellis, suggested giving an
interior design and color consultation to buyers as a closing gift.
I liked that idea, and have decided to do just that!

This Week’s Featured New Listing:
An Exceptional Golden Home on 0.6 Acres
This home enjoys one of the
$610,000
biggest lots in the Village at Mountain Ridge. That’s because of the
sloping terrain. The homes behind
this home are not only 100 yards
(my guess) away, but they are
probably 60-70 feet above it, so
you don’t get the feeling that
they’re looking into your back
www.458WhiteAsh.com
windows. The challenge here was
to make the back yard usable, and the solution was to terrace a flat grassy
area into the hillside outside this home’s back door. The result is a home
that feels private AND has a nice back yard for play or relaxation. Inside
are some nice upgrades, such as the slab granite kitchen with hardwood
floors and stainless appliances — all included. The master bedroom has a
walk-in closet the size of a guest room, and a fabulous 5-piece bathroom.
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